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Abstract
Hospital systems are an important core of earthquake emergency response because these systems must provide timely
treatment to people affected by the disaster. Earthquakes, however, can affect the hospitals’ ability to function due to
widespread damage to the hospital buildings and their supporting infrastructure. Additionally, earthquakes increase the
demand for healthcare services as damaged urban infrastructure can cause injuries of high severity to people. The potential
decrease in capacity and surge in demand for healthcare services can create a significant treatment shortfall throughout a
city and subsequently increase the number of deaths during an earthquake aftermath. Thus, cities must develop proper
preparedness and emergency plans to be able to respond to earthquakes with effective protocols for hospital systems. To
address this problem, we use an earthquake emergency response model to design effective protocols for patient transfers
and allocation of emergency response teams (EMTs) with field operating rooms for three earthquake scenarios in Lima,
Peru. The model quantifies multi-severity earthquake casualties and captures reductions in the treatment capacity of
hospitals. Earthquake magnitudes of 7.0, 8.0, and 8.8 are chosen to represent a range from moderate to large earthquakes
in the central subduction zone of Peru. This paper describes the differences and similarities in deploying effective
emergency plans for moderate and large earthquakes, indicating the critical regions that will need additional resources
and the key roads to transfer patients. This study demonstrates that with proper planning, hospital systems can treat more
injured people in a timely manner and with more efficient use of limited resources.
Keywords: earthquake resilience, emergency response, hospital systems, earthquake casualties, operating rooms.
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1. Introduction
Earthquake emergency response is a critical component of disaster risk management (DRM). During an
earthquake emergency, thousands of people can suddenly require specialized medical treatment [1]. For
example, the M 7.6 Kocaeli earthquake in Turkey injured around 50,000 people in 37 seconds [2].
Additionally, medium- and large-magnitude earthquakes can drastically reduce the hospitals’ capacities. The
Kocaeli earthquake heavily disrupted the functionality of ten major hospitals in Izmit requiring evacuations of
most hospitals’ inpatients [3]. Both the large increase in healthcare demand and the reduction in the capacity
of hospital services put heavy strains on the hospital system, requiring emergency managers to prepare
effective protocols to respond to the casualties with the limited resources.
Earthquake emergency response in large urban centers has an added complexity. Patients are mobilized from
regions with healthcare delivery capacity to regions with high capacity through coordinated or uncoordinated
patient transfers. For example, between 2,000 and 3,000 patients were transferred between hospitals after the
M 8.8 2010 Chile earthquake [4]. Moreover, emergency managers deploy additional medical resources in the
most affected areas as in the M 7.0 2010 Haiti earthquake, where foreign emergency medical teams deployed
physicians and medical equipment in strategic regions [5]. Such a large patient mobilization and resource
utilization in key regions demonstrate that hospitals in large urban centers behave as a system during an
emergency response rather than as individual units working in isolation and responding locally.
Our recent study proposed a model to capture the critical factors of an earthquake emergency response in large
urban centers: surge in casualties, reduction in hospital functionality, and system behavior [6]. The model
includes a planning tool that finds optimal protocols to transfer patients between hospitals and to deploy field
operating rooms in strategic locations. In the literature, there has been tremendous progress in characterizing
emergency response and hospital functionality at the single hospital level using discrete-event simulation
methods [7]–[10] and earthquake analytics to assess infrastructure vulnerability [11]–[14]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there are not available methods that capture emergency response at the system level.
In this paper, we apply our emergency response model to find optimal response protocols after three earthquake
scenarios of magnitudes 7.0, 8.0, and 8.8 occurring in the subduction zone off the coast of Lima in Peru. Lima
is a megacity with nearly 10 million people, where most healthcare services are managed by the Peruvian
Health Ministry (MINSA) and Social Security (Essalud). Due to their treatment priority, we focused on patients
severely injured who will require surgical procedures. Our previous study identified the optimal response for
a single earthquake scenario of magnitude 8.0 [6]. In this paper, we extend the previous study to a wider range
of earthquake magnitudes, covering both a medium-size rupture (M 7.0) and a scenario with the maximum
observed magnitude in the region (M 8.8). We report the best transfer strategies between hospitals and the best
locations to deploy field operating rooms for these three earthquake scenarios. Our goal is to create robust data
that can inform emergency managers on strategies and plans to effectively respond to injured people in the
aftermath of medium-size and large earthquakes.

2. Emergency Response Formulation
For paper completeness, we summarize our proposed emergency response model [6]. The model is based on a
combination of an earthquake risk assessment and a proposed network flow model. The risk assessment is
illustrated through the application in the next section and the network flow model is described here.

2.1.Network model
We model the patient treatment and transfers as a minimum cost time-varying network flow (MCTVNF)
problem [15]. The full details of the model can be found in our previous study [6], thus we only provide a
succinct description here. We use a directed graph to represent the hospital system and a discrete temporal
representation of the emergency response with time steps 𝑑𝑡 equal to 1 day in a finite time horizon. Two nodes
represent the triage and discharge nodes at each time step 𝑡, which belongs to the set 𝑇 containing all discrete
times within the time horizon. Triage nodes are defined with an integer index 𝑖, which takes values from 1 to
𝑛ℎ (represented by the set Γ), where 𝑛ℎ is the total number of hospitals in the system. The discharge nodes are
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represented with index 𝑗 = 𝑖 + 𝑛ℎ , where 𝑖 is the index of the hospital’s triage node. The patients arriving at
the triage nodes and leaving the discharge nodes are represented by the non-negative and negative flows 𝑏𝑖 (𝑡),
respectively, where 𝑖 indicates the node index and 𝑡 the time. The flow of patients within the system is
represented by the variable 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡). The flow 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡) tracks patients transfers from triage node 𝑖 to triage node
𝑗, and it also tracks patient treatment from triage node 𝑖 to discharge node 𝑗. Travel times and treatment times
are represented with the variable 𝜏𝑖,𝑗 . Additionally, patients waiting in triage node 𝑖 at time 𝑡 are represented
by 𝑦𝑖 (𝑡). Finally, the number of field hospitals deployed next to the hospital with triage node 𝑖 is represented
by the variable 𝑞𝑖 .
Our previous study shows these variables can be used to build a network model that can capture patient
mobilizations and represent the average patient waiting times and the average number of patients mobilized
by ambulances in the left-hand and right-hand side of the objective function in Eq. (1), respectively [6].
∑𝑡∈𝑇 ∑
𝐶(𝑋) = 𝛼1 (

𝑖∈Γ; {𝑡
𝑗=𝑖+𝑛ℎ

+ 𝜏𝑖,𝑗 } × 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡) × 𝑑𝑡
) + 𝛼2 (

∑𝑡∈𝑇 ∑𝑖∈Γ 𝑏𝑖 (𝑡)

∑𝑡∈𝑇 ∑𝑖∈Γ ∑𝑗∈Γ 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡) × 𝑑𝑡
)
∑𝑡∈𝑇 ∑𝑖∈Γ 𝑏𝑖 (𝑡)

(1)

The objective function contains two components weighted with 𝛼1 equal to 0.9 and 𝛼2 equal to 0.1,
respectively, chosen through iterations in order to prioritize the reduction of waiting times over the efficient
use of ambulances. The network constraints warrant that there is flow conservation, that the ambulance and
operating room capacities are not exceeded even after deploying the additional field operating rooms, and that
the flow of patients in the system is properly represented by positive numbers. The full constraint functions
can be found in our previous study [6]. The equations in the objective and constraint functions are affine,
therefore we can find the optimal protocol 𝑋̂ in Eq. (2) using a linear programming solver [16].
𝑋̂ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑥𝑖,𝑗(𝑡);𝑦𝑖(𝑡);𝑞𝑖 𝐶(𝑋)

(2)

The optimal solution 𝑋̂ will include the transfer and treatment strategies at each time step, the number of
triaged people who will have to wait on-site before being treated, and the allocation of field operating rooms
in the aftermath of the earthquake.

3. Application to the Subduction Zone off the coast of Lima, Peru
The emergency response model was applied to Lima under three earthquake scenarios occurring in the
interface of the central portion of the Subduction Zone in Peru, where the oceanic Nazca plate and the
continental South American plate converge. This portion of the Subduction Zone of Peru has generated
massive historical earthquakes in the last 500 years [17]–[19]. These massive earthquake ruptures caused
catastrophic consequences in Lima; however, the last large earthquake (M 8.0) occurred in 1974 [18], when
Lima had only 3.5 M people, approximately a third of the current population of 10 M [20].
Since 1974, Lima has grown rapidly and exhibits large urban sprawl with residential infrastructure that often
lacks engineering design according to the Peruvian Seismic Code [21]. The combined effect of the vulnerable
infrastructure and the long seismic gap after the last large earthquake poses a high seismic risk in Lima.
The case studies in this paper examine the emergency response in Lima subjected to magnitudes of 7.0, 8.0,
and 8.8 earthquakes. The catastrophe evaluation is based on a Monte Carlo simulation that uses 1,000
realizations to capture variability and interdependencies in the estimates of earthquake consequences for the
three magnitudes.

3.1.Earthquake Scenarios and Shaking Intensities
The three earthquake scenarios assessed in this paper have a broad range of rupture sizes. Fig. 1a - c show the
2D projections of the rupture areas in red for magnitudes of 7.0, 8.0, and 8.8, respectively. The earthquake
scenario of magnitude 8.8 replicated the historical earthquake in 1746 [22], whereas the earthquake scenario
of magnitude 8.0 replicated the historical earthquake in 1940 [23]. The earthquake scenario of magnitude 7.0
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was selected using the same epicenter coordinates as the scenario of magnitude 8.0 and with a focal depth of
45 km. The rupture areas are estimated from using empirical relationships between earthquake magnitude and
rupture geometry [24], [25].

a) M 7.0
b) M 8.0
c) M 8.8
Fig. 1 – Earthquake ruptures and spatial distribution of median peak ground accelerations (PGA) for three earthquake
scenarios in the Subduction Zone off the coast of Lima, Peru. Fig. 3a and 3c were adapted from our previous work [6],
[26], [27]. Maps were created with QGIS software [28].

The ground shaking associated with each magnitude was estimated using ground motion prediction equations
(GMPE) for interface ruptures in subduction zones [29], [30]. Three shaking intensities were evaluated to
represent a wide range of structural typologies and periods of vibrations: peak ground acceleration (PGA),
spectral acceleration at 0.3 seconds (Sa[0.3s]) and 1.0 seconds (Sa[1.0s]). Fig. 1a - c also show the spatial
distribution of median PGA’s, which captured shaking amplification due to the different soil conditions using
data collected by [31]. Within-event and between-event standard deviations were also estimated with the
GMPE’s. A novel model to account for within-event spatial correlation with computational efficiency was also
included to propagate empirically-observed spatial and across-period interdependencies [32]. Another existing
model was also used to account for between-event correlations across structural periods [33].

3.2. The surge in Earthquake Casualties
The assessment of earthquake casualties was based on our previous study that extended the PBEE framework
to account for spatially distributed multi-severity injuries and fatalities due to building damage [26], [27]. The
analysis uses the information of 1.5M buildings gridded with a spatial resolution of 1 km by 1 km. This dataset
was processed in our previous study [27] and was based on the structural typologies proposed by the Global
Earthquake Model (GEM) as part of the South American Risk Assessment (SARA) [34]. Existing fragility
functions for South America were used to capture the vulnerability of the structural typologies according to
their material, structural system, and ductility levels [35]. The estimate of injured people who will need surgical
procedures after the earthquake was estimated as 100% of people who will need to be treated immediately plus
10% of people who would need hospitalization but can wait to receive treatment. The epidemiology of these
patients includes compound bone fractures or crush syndrome with exposed wounds. Our previous studies had
already estimated multi-severity injuries for earthquakes magnitudes of 8.0 and 8.8 [6], [27], thus in this paper,
we extended these results to include the scenario of magnitude 7.0.
The total number of earthquake casualties who will need surgical procedures are summarized in Table 1. The
mean, median, and 10th and 90th percentiles are calculated from the 1,000 simulations of each earthquake
magnitude. Our mean results indicate the 0.1k, 4.7k, and 19k people will require surgical procedures after the
magnitudes of 7.0, 8.0, and 8.8, respectively. The wide range between the 10th and 90th percentile shows the
large uncertainties in the estimates of earthquake patients as commonly found in catastrophe assessments.
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Table 1 – Earthquake casualties needing surgical procedures after three earthquake scenarios in Lima
Earthquake Scenario
10th percentile
Median
Mean
90th percentile

M 7.0

M 8.0
0
17
121
250

M 8.8
230
2,170
4,725
12,438

4,278
15,689
19,347
40,421

The spatial distribution of patients is shown in Fig. 2. The sizes of the concentric circles indicate the mean
number of patients at each of the 41 main hospital campuses in Lima. We assume that patients needing surgical
procedures will arrive at the closest hospital. The plot shows how significantly larger the number of patients
is for the larger magnitudes. Table 1 shows that the mean number of patients needing surgical procedures after
the M 8.8 and M 8.0 earthquakes is 160 and 40 times larger than after the M 7.0 earthquake, respectively.
Similar ratios between the number of patients for different magnitudes can be found in most hospitals.

Fig. 2 – Location of patients needing surgical procedures for three earthquake scenarios in the Subduction Zone off the
coast of Lima, Peru. Each circle represents the aggregated patients lumped at the locations of the closest hospital. Maps
were created with Matplotlib and Basemap in Python [36].

3.3. Reduction in Hospital Functionality
The assessment of hospital functionality focused on the serviceability of operating rooms in the aftermath of
earthquakes. We used the same methodology to determine functional operating rooms as our previous study
[6], [37]. The methodology evaluates functionality uses a combination of structural vulnerability information
and their Hospital Safety Index (HSI). HSI data enable us to incorporate multiple critical factors in the
functionality assessment in addition to structural vulnerability, for example, the vulnerability of non-structural
elements such as equipment or backup resources. The study leveraged key hospital infrastructure data surveyed
by the Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú (PUCP) and the World Bank [38]. The dataset included
information of more than 700 buildings that belong to the most important 41 public hospital campuses in Lima.
Table 2 – Functional operating rooms after three earthquake scenarios in Lima
Earthquake Scenario
10th percentile
Mean
Median
90th percentile

M 7.0

M 8.0
96
120
122
142

M 8.8
50
93
97
128
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The total numbers of functional operating rooms are summarized in Table 2. The mean, median, and 10th and
90th percentiles are estimated from the 1,000 simulations of each earthquake magnitude. Our mean results
indicate that 120, 93 and 53 operating rooms will remain functional after the magnitudes of 7.0, 8.0, and 8.8,
respectively. Conversely to the estimate of injuries, the 10th percentile of the distribution corresponds to a
worst-case scenario rather than a best-case scenario. Larger shaking intensities reduce the number of functional
operating rooms and simultaneously increase the number of patients. Because the model captures this effect,
our results have a proper negative correlation between the patients needing surgical procedures and the
functional operating rooms. Fig. 3 displays such a negative correlation in our results using a scatter
representation of both quantities.

Fig. 3 – Scatter plot of patients needing surgical procedures and functional operating rooms in Lima. There are 1,000
dots in colors green, red and blue showing all the simulations for the three different magnitudes of analysis.

The spatial distribution of functional operating rooms is shown in Fig. 4. The concentric circles indicate the
number of functional operating rooms in each of the 41 main hospital campuses in Lima. The white circles
indicate the pre-event distribution of operating rooms, which amount to a total of 182. The green, red and blue
circles show that the mean estimates of functional operating rooms are progressively reduced for larger
magnitudes. Table 2 shows that the mean total numbers of functional operating rooms are 120, 93, and 53 (i.e.,
66%, 51%, and 29%) of the total number of pre-event operating rooms for the scenarios of magnitude 7.0, 8.0,
and 8.8, respectively. Similar ratios can be observed in individual hospitals in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 – Spatial distribution of functional operating rooms in Lima after the three earthquake scenarios. Circles in colors
green, red and blue show different earthquake magnitudes, and circles in white show operating rooms before being hit
by the earthquakes. Maps were created with Matplotlib and Basemap in Python [36].

3.4. Spatial Mismatch in Demand and Capacity
The comparison between the spatial distribution of patients needing surgical procedures in Fig. 2 shows a clear
contrast with the spatial distribution of functional operating rooms in Fig. 4. The urban layout of the city has
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positioned most operating rooms at the center of the city, likely to facilitate accessibility to physicians living
in higher-income neighborhoods better connected with the city center. In fact, under business-as-usual
conditions, 95 operating rooms (52%) are located in the four centric districts shown in gray in Fig. 4: La
Victoria, Breña, Jesús María, and Lima. Similar large concentrations of functional operating rooms are found
in these four districts after the three earthquake scenarios. Table 3 reports mean estimates indicating that 53%,
59%, and 60% of the functional operating rooms will be located in these four districts after the earthquake
magnitudes of 7.0, 8.0, and 8.8, respectively. Conversely, the concentration of patients needing surgical
procedures is mostly at the periphery of the city, where vulnerable buildings are prevalent as a result of the
lack of engineering design for seismic loads. In fact, Table 3 shows that only 10%, 13% and 12% of these
patients will be located at the four centric districts, where the operating rooms are heavily concentrated, for
the earthquakes of magnitudes 7.0, 8.0, and 8.8, respectively. Such a striking mismatch between the locations
of high healthcare demand and capacity during the earthquake aftermath constitutes a tremendous challenge
for emergency managers, who will have to create robust plans to connect the high-demand areas with the highcapacity regions of the city and/or to supply additional resources to the low-capacity zones.
Table 3 – Injured people needing operating rooms (ORs) and functional operating rooms within and outside four centric
districts of Lima, Peru: La Victoria, Breña, Jesús María, and Lima. The numbers in parenthesis represent the absolute
number of patients and operating rooms, respectively.
Earthquake Scenario
Within Lima Casualties needing ORs
Center
Functional ORs
Outside Lima Casualties needing ORs
Center
Functional ORs

M 7.0
9.5% (12)
53.2% (64)
90.5% (114)
46.8% (56)

M 8.0
12.6% (595)
58.9% (55)
87.4% (4,125)
41.1% (38)

M 8.8
11.5% (2,229)
60.1% (32)
88.5% (17,118)
39.9% (21)

3.5.Optimized Emergency Response with Effective Deployment of Field Hospitals
In this subsection, we quantify waiting times and describe the strategic use of key healthcare resources after
deploying optimized, high-coordination emergency response protocols. We identify an optimal protocol using
the emergency response planning tool discussed earlier. The tool uses linear programming to minimize patient
waiting times and to effectively use ambulances [6]. Under the high-coordination plan, hospitals can share
their ambulances across the entire city to mobilize patients from low-capacity regions to high-capacity regions.
Additionally, the tool also finds the optimal locations to deploy 15 field operating rooms after each different
earthquake scenario.
Our previous study showed that high-coordination response plans can reduce average waiting times by a factor
of three with respect to low-coordination plans for the earthquake of magnitude 8.0 [6]. Instead of responding
locally to the injuries under the low-coordination plan, hospitals respond globally under the high-coordination
plan using effective transfer protocols. The optimal protocol solves the mismatch between demand and
capacity by mobilizing patients from high-demand regions to high-capacity regions. Additionally, our previous
study shows that under high-coordination plans, emergency medical teams (EMTs) will strategically deploy
field operating rooms at the periphery where demands are the highest.
In this subsection, we extended this previous study to evaluate high-coordination emergency response for
magnitudes of 7.0 and 8.8. We focused on high-coordination plans with the objective of reporting strategies
that can serve as supporting information for emergency managers aiming to treat patients effectively and
reduce waiting times, potentially saving lives. We ran the planning tool for each of the 1,000 simulations and
estimated the average time that all patients have to wait across the city to be treated in each simulation. Using
these simulations, Fig. 5 shows the distribution of average waiting time for each earthquake magnitude
indicating the mean and 90th percentile. The scenario with magnitude 7.0 has very short waiting times for
surgical procedures with a mean of three days. The distribution for this earthquake magnitude shows low
probabilities for waiting times between 0 and 2 days because we assume that the patients take up to three days
after the earthquake to arrive at the hospitals. Expectedly, the plot reports significantly longer waiting times
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for larger magnitudes. The mean waiting time for the M 8.8 and M 8.0 earthquake is ~13 and ~3 times longer,
respectively, than for magnitude M 7.0. Such striking increases arise from the significantly larger number of
patients as reported in Table 1.

Fig. 5 – Distribution of city-wide average treatment times in Lima for three earthquake scenarios.

The optimized protocols for emergency response mobilize patients from low-capacity to high-capacity regions.
Ideally, the number of treated patients in each hospital should be proportional to their available post-earthquake
capacities. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of treated people at each hospital under the optimized protocol. Our
previous study showed that under the optimized protocol, 48% of the patients where treated in the four centric
districts after the earthquake of magnitude 8.0, where 50% of the functional operating rooms are located after
deploying the 15 additional operating rooms in the periphery (see Table 3). Similarly, under the optimized
protocol, 45% of the patients are treated within the four districts after the earthquake of magnitude 8.8, where
47% of the functional operating rooms are located. However, such an outcome does not hold for lower
magnitudes. Under the optimized protocol, only 29% of the patients are treated in hospitals within the four
centric districts even though more than 45% of the operating room resources are concentrated within them. On
average, the M 7.0 earthquake scenario only has 121 patients who will need surgical procedures, significantly
less than the M 8.0 and 8.8 earthquake scenarios. Thus, our planning tool effectively captures that the
functional 120 operating rooms, on average, will be sufficient to treat patients locally in most districts, without
the need of large mobilizations as in the M 8.0 and 8.8 earthquake scenarios.
The planning tool also finds strategic locations where EMTs should deploy field hospitals. Fig. 6a - c show
these locations for the three earthquakes. The tool only locates field hospitals in close proximity to existing
hospitals in order to increase their capacity and leverage key post-earthquake resources i.e., available hospital
spaces or surplus medical equipment. The maroon and black colors indicate whether one or two field hospitals
should be deployed. Because our assessment is probabilistic and uses linear programming, hospitals can have
a mean number of field operating rooms represented by a fraction. The hospitals shown in orange have
estimates close to 0 implying that the optimal protocol requires locating field hospitals in their close proximity.
However, for simplicity, we only show mean estimates above 0.5, rounded to the closest integer.
Table 4 reports a ranking of the hospitals that need the largest number of field operating rooms under the
optimized policy. The table indicates that very few field operating rooms need to be deployed for the scenario
of magnitude 7.0. The emergency model assumes that field operating rooms need at least 3 days to be deployed,
thus in multiple simulations, the post-earthquake capacity of operating rooms is enough to treat patients (see
Fig. 7). In fact, on average, only 4 field operating rooms need to be deployed from a total of 15 available field
hospitals. In contrast, the earthquake scenarios with magnitudes of 8.0 and 8.8 deploy the 15 field operating
rooms in practically all the 1,000 simulations.
The top two hospitals in the list for the magnitudes of 8.0 and 8.8 are in the southern districts of Lima followed
by other three hospitals in the northern districts. These results imply that the mismatch between demand and
capacity can be slightly worse for the hospitals in the southern districts. However, it is important to consider
that not all earthquake scenarios might result in similar outcomes. In fact, the three top hospitals for the
earthquake of magnitude 7.0 are in northern districts because the ground shaking decays from North to South
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for the magnitude 7.0 earthquake while the shaking is uniform from North to South for the magnitudes 8.0 and
8.8 (see Fig. 1).

a) M 7.0

b) M 8.0

c) M 8.8
Fig. 6 – Spatial distribution of treated people at each hospital and total number of transfers in Lima after optimized
emergency responses for different magnitudes. Maps were created with Matplotlib and Basemap in Python [36].
Table 4 – Ranking of five hospitals that need the largest deployment of field operating rooms for the three earthquake
scenarios based on the mean number of deployed operating rooms rounded to the closest ingeter. Fractions smaller than
0.5 (shown in parenthesis) are rounded to 0. Hospital IDs: A: H. Uldarico Rocca (Villa El Salvador); B: H. María
Auxiliadora (San Juan de Miraflores); C: H. Marino Molina (Comas); D: H. Carlos Lanfranco La Hoz (Puente Piedra);
E: H. Luis Negreiros (Callao); F: Instituto Nacional de Rehabilitación (Bellavista)
M 7.0
Hospital ID
D
F
C
A
B

M 8.0
N. field ORs
1
0 (*0.43)
0 (*0.30)
0 (*0.16)
0 (*0.14)

Hospital ID
A
B
D
C
E

M 8.8
N. field ORs
2
2
1
1
1

Hospital ID
A
B
C
D
E

N. field ORs
2
2
2
1
1

Finally, we report the top five pairs of hospitals with the largest number of patient transfers between them in
Table 5. The scenario with magnitude 7.0 only requires few transfers because, as discussed earlier, the local
response can be enough to treat the small number of patients requiring surgical procedures. However, the
scenarios with magnitudes of 8.0 and 8.8 require the significantly larger mobilization of patients. The top three
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transfers in the scenario of magnitude 8.0 are from hospitals in the periphery of the city to one single hospital
in the center of Lima, H. Edgardo Rebagliatti, which has the largest number of operating rooms. These top
transfers are followed by a considerably large number of transfers from the periphery to the hospital with the
second largest number of operating rooms, H. Guillermo Almenara, also located at the center of the city. For
the magnitude 8.8 earthquake, the five top transfers are from the periphery to only one hospital, H. Edgardo
Rebagliatti. These results indicate that H. Edgardo Rebagliati is of paramount importance for the earthquake
emergency response of the city and that the treatment of multiple critically injured patients and their lives are
dependent on this hospital’s sustained functionality after earthquakes.
Table 5 – Ranking of patient transfers for the five pair of hospitals transferring the largest number of patients. The mean
estimtates are reported and rounded to the closest integer. Hospital IDs: A: H. Uldarico Rocca (Villa El Salvador); B: H.
María Auxiliadora (San Juan de Miraflores); C: H. Marino Molina (Comas); D: H. Carlos Lanfranco La Hoz (Puente
Piedra); E: H. Luis Negreiros (Callao); F: Instituto Nacional de Rehabilitación (Bellavista); G: H. José Casimiro Ulloa
(Miraflores); Y: H. Guillermo Almenara (La Victoria); Z: H. Edgardo Rebagliati (Jesús María).
From (ID)
C
D
D
D
C

M 7.0
To (ID)
Z
Z
Y
E
Z

N. transfers
1
1
1
1
1

From (ID)
B
A
D
A
B

M 8.0
To (ID)
Z
Z
Z
Y
Y

N. transfers
76
72
45
44
43

From (ID)
B
A
E
G
C

M 8.8
To (ID)
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z

N. transfers
135
117
110
101
99

4. Conclusions
This paper presented the findings of applying an emergency response model for medium and large earthquakes
in Lima, Peru. Earthquakes have caused emergency responses with thousands of people injured worldwide.
Hospital systems must respond to these large numbers of injuries; however, they are also extremely prone to
earthquake damage that can reduce their capacity rapidly. This paper provides a quantitative evaluation of
earthquake emergency responses and strategizes protocols to effectively treat patients in large urban centers.
We summarized a recently proposed emergency response model and described how it captures three critical
factors of earthquake emergency response in large urban centers: surge in earthquake casualties, the reduction
of hospital functional, and system behavior. The high spatial resolution of the model enables us to identify the
districts and neighborhoods particularly affected by high casualty rates and large reductions in the functionality
of their hospitals. Additionally, the model introduces an optimization algorithm that evaluates best transfer
strategies between hospitals and locates regions where field operating rooms to minimize patient waiting times.
This paper focused on injured people needing surgical procedures in the aftermath of earthquakes with
magnitudes 7.0, 8.0, and 8.8 occurring in the Subduction Zone off the coast of Lima, a massive urban center
with close to 10 M people. We assessed emergency responses for earthquakes occurring at nighttime to account
for potential worst-case scenarios when people are at their residential buildings that often lack engineering
design. Mean estimates indicate that there will be 0.1k, 4.7k, and 19.3k injured people needing surgical
procedures after the earthquakes with magnitudes of 7.0, 8.0, and 8.8., respectively. Analogous estimates
indicate that there will be only 120, 93, and 53 functional operating rooms for these three earthquake scenarios.
The results capture the double adverse impact of large earthquakes on the hospital system and the emergency
response: the number of injured people is significantly higher and the reduction in hospital functional is
stronger for larger magnitudes.
We found a significant spatial mismatch between the location of injured people and the functional operating
rooms after the earthquake. On average, 50% to 60% of the total functional operating rooms will be located in
only four districts after the three earthquake scenarios. These four districts are concentrated in the center of the
city. Conversely, the injured people needing operating rooms are mostly located at the periphery of the city.
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In fact, on average, only 9% to 13% of these injured people are in these four districts, where the healthcare
resources are heavily concentrated.
This paper evaluated optimized emergency responses to solve such spatial mismatch of post-earthquake
healthcare demand and capacity. These optimized responses assume high coordination capacities between
hospitals that enables them to share ambulance resources and strategize system-level protocols for patient
transfers. Additionally, as part of these optimized responses, emergency medical teams will deploy 15 field
operating rooms in key locations that are determined by the emergency response model.
Our mean estimates indicate that city-wide waiting times to treat patients will be 3 days, 8 days, and 40 days
for the earthquake magnitudes of 7.0, 8.0, and 8.8, respectively. This paper reports the strategic locations to
deploy field operating rooms for the three magnitudes. Also, it reports the pairs of hospitals that will need the
largest number of transfers between each other. These results aim to support decision making during future
earthquake emergency responses in Lima and other cities with similar urban layouts. While current earthquake
emergency responses are considered to be haphazard, we deliberately evaluate optimized emergency responses
and report their results to create key risk data that can support the construction of paradigmatic protocols
aiming to reduce patient waiting times during earthquake emergency responses in large urban centers.
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